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Abstract—With advancing process technologies and booming
IoT markets, millimeter-wave CMOS RFICs have evolved rapidly
and been widely applied in recent years. The performance of
CMOS RFICs is very sensitive to the chip layout, and a tiny
variation of the microstrip length can cause a large impact to
the circuit performance. This results in a time-consuming tuning
process including much simulation effort for chip design, which
becomes the major bottleneck for time to market. This paper in-
troduces a progressive integer-linear-programming-based method
consisting of two phases: global layout generation and iterative
validation. In the global layout generation phase, we focus on
the most critical constraints such as layout planarity and device
connection relations to determine the topology of the final design.
This provides a basis for constructing the accurate model in the
iterative validation phase. The layouts generated by applying
our method can satisfy very stringent routing requirements of
microstrip lines, including spacing/non-crossing rules, precise
length, and bend number minimization, within a given layout
area. The resulting RFIC layouts excel in both performance
and area with much fewer bends compared with the simulation-
tuning based manual layout, while the layout generation time is
significantly reduced from weeks to a few minutes.

I. INTRODUCTION

In wireless communication systems, RFICs are key compo-
nents to receive or transmit RF signals. Millimeter-wave (mm-
wave) RFICs based on CMOS process technologies have be-
come more and more popular due to cost-effective and power-
efficient system-on-chip integrations [1], [2]. Although RFICs
only contain a few transistors and some passive components,
such as capacitors, inductors, and transmission lines, a high-
quality layout is essential as the circuit performance is very
sensitive to the circuit layout, in contrast to many digital and
analog designs.

In order to implement transmission lines based on CMOS
technologies, thin-film microstrip lines [3], as demonstrated
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Figure 1: (a) The cross section of microstrip lines. (b) A
manually designed CMOS RFIC layout (890µm×615µm) of a
94 GHz LNA with planar routing of all microstrip transmission
lines.

in Figure 1(a), are commonly adopted. A microstrip line and
its ground plane are usually implemented with the top metal
layer and the bottom metal layer (i.e. Metal 1), respectively.
Due to the shielding of the ground plane, the lossy silicon
substrate does not cause signal loss to transmission lines. As
the distance, t, between the microstrip and its ground plane is
small, which is about 5µm for 90nm CMOS technologies, the
coupling effect between two microstrip lines can be neglected
if the distance between them is larger than 2t [3], [4], or
10µm for 90nm CMOS technologies. In addition to the spacing
rule, any crossing between microstrip lines is not allowed. The
routing of all microstrip lines must be planar.

To achieve good RF circuit performance, layout design
of RFICs, especially the routing of all microstrip lines, is
extremely critical. In addition to the aforementioned spacing
and non-crossing rules, any increment/decrement in length or
routing bends of a microstrip line may have negative impact
on circuit performance [5]. Consequently, the layout design
of mm-wave CMOS RFICs has been a labor-intensive and
time-consuming task. Since it is very difficult for humans
to generate an exact layout of an RFIC within a restricted
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layout area, designers first generate a rough initial planar
layout followed by very tedious iterative simulation tuning and
circuit/layout refinement. Each iteration includes i) perform-
ing full-wave electromagnetic (EM) simulation; ii) resizing
devices/microstrips according to the simulation results and
designers’ experience; iii) adjusting the respective layout.
Such manual procedure requires a large number of iterations.
Experienced designers would even spend more than two weeks
to finish a satisfactory layout of a 94 GHz low-noise amplifier
(LNA), as shown in Figure 1(b).

A. Previous Work

Only few studies [6], [7] in the literature proposed automatic
RFIC layout generation methods. Actuna et al. [6] focused on
floorplanning, while they suggested to perform gridless maze
routing afterwards. Such separation between floorplanning and
routing is not suitable for CMOS RFICs with microstrip lines
which need to be planar and precise. Pathak and Lim [7] pre-
sented a methodology to automatically generate RFIC layouts
by iteratively performing placement and routing, and resizing
circuit components to compensate performance degradation
due to imprecise routing.

On length matching of wires for conventional ICs and
printed circuit boards (PCBs), [8]–[11] tried to minimize either
length difference or length-ratio difference among a set of nets
during routing. Such problem formulation cannot meet the
stringent routing requirements of microstrip lines in mm-wave
CMOS RFICs because the length of each microstrip line after
routing must be exactly the same as the given length at the
circuit design to maintain the expected RF circuit performance.
Recently, [12], [13] are proposed to precisely match wire
lengths to given values, but similar to [8]–[11], these routing
methods all assume that devices are not movable, and hence
fail to generate precise lengths of all microstrip lines.

B. Our Contributions

Different from the previous work [6], [7], which did not
focus on length precision and bend number minimization of
microstrip lines during RFIC layout generation, we propose
a better layout generation methodology with an emphasis on
microstrip routing optimization resulting in better performance
matching before and after layout design. Our contributions are
summarized below:
• We comprehensively introduce the essential routing con-

siderations of microstrip lines, including spacing/non-
crossing rules, precise length, bend smoothing, bend
number minimization, and equivalent length modelling
of bends;

• According to the routing considerations, we present a new
problem formulation to generate the layout with precise
placement and routing within a given layout area while
exactly matching microstrip lengths to the given values
and minimizing the number of bends;

• Based on the problem formulation, we establish a com-
plete integer-linear-programing (ILP) model for concur-
rent exact placement and routing. The potential routing
bends on microstrips are modeled by introducing chain
points;

• In order to simplify the sophisticated ILP model, we
further propose an improved progressive ILP-based (IP-
ILP) RFIC layout generation method, which starts within
a global layout generation phase estimating suitable loca-
tions for devices and to route microstrips. An interative
validation phase is followed to generate a final layout
satisfying all design rules.

• Compared with manual layout design, given the same or
even smaller layout area, the proposed IP-ILP method can
reduce RFIC layout design time from weeks to several
minutes, and result in even better circuit performance
with much fewer bends on microstrip lines.

• Compared with the progressive ILP-based (P-ILP)
method proposed in our preliminary work [14], the lay-
outs generated by applying the new method have better
performance within drastically reduced program runtime.

The structure of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II introduces microstrip routing considerations. Section III
presents the problem formulation. Section IV describes a
general ILP model for exact placement and routing of devices
and microstrips. Section V proposes a novel progressive RFIC
layout generation method based on the ILP model. Finally,
experimental results and conclusions are given in Sections VI
and VII, respectively.

II. MICROSTRIP ROUTING CONSIDERATIONS

Before introducing our problem formulation, the most im-
portant routing considerations for microstrip lines should be
clarified.

A. Coupling Effect

Spacing distance between devices such as NMOSs and I/O
pads is always satisfied, since their dimensions in the circuit
specification typically include the required spacing distance
according to their corresponding device types. The dimensions
of these devices can be considered as expanded bounding
boxes containing real-size devices.

However, the spacing distance between microstrips cannot
be directly satisfied in the same manner, since the shape of
microstrips can be other than rectangles, which is difficult to
be directly expanded as bounding boxes. In order to ensure
the quality of signals, the minimum spacing between two
microstrips should be 2t to reduce coupling [3], [4], where
t is the distance between the microstrip and its ground plane,
as mentioned in Section I. In our method, we first decompose a
microstrip line into several segments with the microstrip bends
as their ends. We call these ends chain points in our method
and denote them by their coordinates, e.g. (x1, y1), (x2, y2),
and (x3, y3) in Figure 2(a).

Then we create bounding boxes around each device and
each segment, expanding their horizontal and vertical di-
mensions by t on both sides. For each pair of bounding
boxes that does not contain consecutive segments, we keep
them from overlapping as illustrated in Figure 2(b), where all
spacings among devices and microstrip lines are ensured. The
expanded bounding boxes are used to describe the overlapping
constraints in our ILP model afterwards. This expansion can
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Figure 2: (a) Microstrip decomposition at chain points. (b)
Expanded bounding boxes of devices and microstrips for
satisfying spacing rules due to the coupling effect.

be easily extended to cover cases with different spacing rules
among microstrips and devices.

B. Discontinuity Effect

Bends on a transmission line may cause signal loss, which
is the major source of discontinuity effects [5]. To mitigate
the discontinuity effect, it is essential to minimize the number
of bends on microstrip lines. As the bends are sometimes
unavoidable due to limited layout area, we model potential
microstrip bends by chain points, e.g. the chain point at (x2,
y2) as shown in Figure 2(a).

In addition to minimizing the number of bends on microstrip
lines, any 90° bend must be smoothed, or replaced by a
diagonal shortcut, as demonstrated in Figure 3, to reduce
signal loss. Such transformation results in a different mi-
crostrip length for signal propagation, which cannot be directly
represented by its geometrical length. Instead, an equivalent
length change, δ, must be calculated by RF simulation of the
diagonal bend and comparing the signal propagation with the
case through a straight microstrip. In other words, each time
when a signal goes through this diagonal bend, the propagation
characteristics are equivalent to the case that it goes through a
straight microstrip with the equivalent length, leq= lv+lh+δ.

Since δ is typically a negative value, microstrips with
more bends need to be routed longer to meet the designated
length. However, as one of the major difficulties in length-
matching problems is that the routing space is limited, the
longer the routing lines are, the more difficult the problem
will become. For 90nm CMOS technologies, δ is around 5µm
and seems small. However, if we take the LNA design shown
in Figure 1(b) as an example, the total number of bends is
59, and the length compensation owing to bends can be up to
5×59=295µm. This length is a burden for routing, considering
the dimension of the chip. Therefore, the reduction of bends
is meaningful. Note that other patterns similar to the diagonal
bend in Figure 3 can also be used for transmission line
smoothing. The method discussed in the following sections
can be adapted easily to incorporate these patterns into the
proposed method.

lh

lv

leq= lv+lh+δl= lv+lh

Figure 3: Bend smoothing due to discontinuity effects and
equivalent length modelling.
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Figure 4: (a) An example of a microstrip model with 6
chain points and 5 segments. (b) Binary directional variables
indicating spanning directions at chain points. (c) An example
of a segment segi,1 spanning from left to right.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

To generate a layout for an RFIC with precise placement and
routing, the input, constraints and output are detailed below.

Input: i) The netlist of the circuit; ii) The dimensions of the
layout area; iii) The dimensions of devices; iv) The width of
microstrips; v) The required distance between microstrip seg-
ments and/or devices; vi) The equivalent length compensation,
δ, for a smoothed bend; vii) The exact lengths of all microstrip
lines.

Constraints: i) The equivalent lengths of microstrips should
be equal to the given values; ii) No overlap exists among
microstrip segments and/or devices due to the planar routing
requirement; iii) Pads should be placed at the boundary of the
layout area.

Output: A layout with a minimized number of microstrip
bends.

IV. ILP MODEL FOR EXACT PLACEMENT AND ROUTING

We first describe a precise ILP model for concurrent exact
placement and routing, which includes the microstrip model
with the emphasis on minimizing the number of bends. We
consider device flip and rotation, pin-location switching, and
their impact on connections among devices and microstrips.
The optimization objective of this precise model is proposed
at the end of this section.

A. Microstrip Model

A microstrip line can be decomposed into several horizontal
and vertical segments with the chain points as their ends
as mentioned in Section II. An example of a microstrip
line consisting of 6 chain points and 5 segments is shown
in Figure 4(a).

In order to determine the location and the routing pattern
of a microstrip line, we need to determine the location, the
spanning direction, and the length of each segment that forms
the corresponding microstrip line. In our method, the required
information of each segment is represented by the chain point
at the segment tail.
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1) Spanning direction

Assume that there are m microstrips in total in the circuit
and the ith microstrip has ni chain points, meaning that
this microstrip is formed by ni−1 consecutive segments. We
denote the jth chain point in the ith microstrip as ci,j , and
the coordinate of ci,j as (xi,j , yi,j), where j=1,...ni. With
above specification, we represent the possible directions of the
segment segi,j that starts from ci,j by four binary directional
variables sli,j , s

d
i,j , s

r
i,j , and sui,j , corresponding to the left,

down, right, and up directions in a two-dimensional space, as
illustrated in Figure 4(b). In the example shown in Figure 4(c),
directional variables sui,1, sdi,1, and sli,1 are set as 0, and sri,1
is set to 1. Thus, segi,1 has a spanning direction from left to
right.

Because a microstrip segment can take only one direction,
directional variables satisfy the following constraint:

sui,j+s
d
i,j+s

l
i,j+s

r
i,j=1, ∀i≤m, ∀j≤ni−1. (1)

Since the chain point ci,ni
of the ith microstrip denotes the

end of this microstrip, no segment spans from ci,ni and thus
(1) is not applied to ci,ni .

To prevent that the (j+1)th segment goes back to the jth

chain point, the variables representing two reversed directions
at two consecutive chain points cannot be 1 at the same time,
hence

sli,j+s
r
i,j+1≤1, (2)

sdi,j+s
u
i,j+1≤1, (3)

sri,j+s
l
i,j+1≤1, (4)

sui,j+s
d
i,j+1≤1. (5)

2) Spanning length

To model the length li,j of the microstrip segment segi,j ,
we introduce four more integer variables lli,j , l

d
i,j , l

r
i,j , and lui,j

to represent the spanning lengths in four directions and

li,j= l
l
i,j+l

d
i,j+l

r
i,j+l

u
i,j . (6)

Only if a segment is spanned to a certain direction, the value
of the corresponding spanning length can be other than 0. In
addition, the spanning length should be larger than or equal to
the minimum segment length κ specified by the design rules.
We thus model the relation between spanning directions and
spanning lengths as

sui,jκ≤ lui,j≤Msui,j , (7)

sdi,jκ≤ ldi,j≤Msdi,j , (8)

sli,jκ≤ lli,j≤Msli,j , (9)

sri,jκ≤ lri,j≤Msri,j , (10)

where M is a very large constant. If a binary directional
variable is set to 1, the right part of the inequation will
become trivial, and the left part of the inequation will force
the corresponding spanning length to be larger than or equal
to κ. However, if the binary directional variable is set to 0,
the right part of the inequation will force the corresponding
spanning length to be 0.
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Figure 5: All kinds of bends described using the directional
variables at chain points.

With the spanning length variables, the relation between any
two consecutive chain points ci,j , ci,j+1, j∈{1,··· ,ni−1} can
be described by

xi,j+1=xi,j−lli,j+lri,j , (11)

yi,j+1=yi,j−ldi,j+lui,j . (12)

Moreover, the geometrical length of a microstrip line (without
considering the length compensation owing to introducing
bends) can thus be calculated by summing up the lengths of
all segments,

lg,i=
∑

j=1,...ni−1
li,j , ∀i≤m. (13)

B. Modelling Bends with Chain Points

As discussed in Section II-B, the discontinuity effect exists
at each bend on the microstrip. A bend happens when two
consecutive segments take different directions to span, as
shown in Figure 4(c). To describe the condition whether a bend
is really formed at a chain point in the model, we assign a new
binary variable ti,j to represent bend existence for the chain
point at (xi,j , yi,j). ti,j is set to 1 if segi,j takes a direction
different from segi,j−1, and thus a bend exists at (xi,j , yi,j).

The situations under which a bend is created are summa-
rized in Figure 5. Only one of these situations may happen
at a chain point if there is a bend, so the condition for the
presence of a bend can be described as

sri,j−1+s
l
i,j−1+s

u
i,j+s

d
i,j=2ti,j,hv+ui,j,hv, (14)

sui,j−1+s
d
i,j−1+s

r
i,j+s

l
i,j=2ti,j,vh+ui,j,vh, (15)

ti,j= ti,j,hv+ti,j,vh≤1, (16)

where ti,j,hv , ui,j,hv , ti,j,vh and ui,j,vh are auxiliary binary
variables. (14) is the constraint for the cases in Figures 5(a)
and (b), where sri,j−1 and sli,j−1 cannot be 1 at the same
time according to (1), and neither can sui,j and sdi,j . If any
of the four situations in Figures 5(a) and (b) happens, the
sum on the left side of (14) is equal to 2 so that ti,j,hv must
be set to 1. Otherwise, ti,j,hv must be set to 0. Similar to
(14), (15) is the constraint for the cases in Figures 5(c) and
(d). Combining these situations together, a bend is created
when either ti,j,hv=1 or ti,j,vh=1. Therefore, the variable
ti,j representing the presence of a bend can be constrained by
(16), where ti,j,hv and ti,j,vh cannot be 1 at the same time.
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Figure 6: Different pin locations by applying different orien-
tation changing rules : (a) A four-pin device model. (b) Pin
location changes after flipping. (c) Pin location changes after
rotating.

The total number of real bends formed on the ith microstrip
can thus be described as

nb,i=
∑

j=2,...ni−1
ti,j , ∀i≤m. (17)

According to Section II-B, a 90° bend will be replaced
by a diagonal pattern in the final routing, as illustrated in
Figure 3. For each bend, we need to compensate the length
of the microstrip by δ. Combining with the binary bending
variable ti,j with the geometrical length of a microstrip defined
in (13), we can write the equivalent length of the ith microstrip
as

leq,i= lg,i+
∑

j=2,...ni−1
ti,jδ. (18)

This equivalent length must be equal to the target length, Li, of
the ith microstrip according to the specification. Consequently,

leq,i=Li. (19)

Note that δ in (18) is usually negative, and thus the geometrical
length of a microstrip is required to be longer than the
equivalent length, which means that the microstrip line needs
to be routed longer at the end if it contains more bends.

C. Modelling Connections to Devices

The two ends of a microstrip should be connected to
devices. Assume that the ith microstrip is connected with a
device p at (xi,j , yi,j), which is equal to (xi,1, yi,1) when the
first chain point of the microstrip is connected, or (xi,ni

, yi,ni
)

when the last chain point of the microstrip is connected. We
further assume that the coordinate of the lower-left corner of
the device p is (xlp, y

d
p), and the connection pin of the deivce

and the ith microstrip has the offset (op,i,x, op,i,y) from the
lower-left corner. As this pin is connected to the chain point
(xi,j ,yi,j), the two coordinates must be the same, which can
be described as

xi,j=x
l
p+op,i,x and yi,j=ydp+op,i,y. (20)

On some devices, the pin connection can be switched.
In addition, devices may be able to be flipped or rotated,
which can lead to changes of pin locations. For example,
in Figure 6(a), a four-pin device p is shown. The pin location

connected with the left microstrip line m1 is (xlp, y
d
p+dp,y1)

(op,i,x=0 and op,i,y=dp,y1 ). If this device is flipped or rotated
as shown in Figure 6(b)(c), the pin location connected to
m1 becomes (xlp+dp,x1

+dp,x2
, ydp+dp,y1) when flipped, or

(xlp+dp,y1 , y
d
p+dp,x1

+dp,x2
) when rotated.

To choose the best device orientation and pin locations after
considering device flipping and rotating as well as pin-location
switching, we assign a binary variable e for connection combi-
nation selection. The kth combination is chosen if and only if
ek is set to 1, and only one ek among all e is 1. This constraint
can be written by transforming (20) into

xi,j=x
l
p+

∑
k=1,...ε

ekop,i,x,k, (21)

yi,j=y
d
p+

∑
k=1,...ε

ekop,i,y,k, (22)∑
k=1,...ε

ek=1, (23)

where ε is a constant representing the number of available
combinations, op,i,x,k is the kth op,i,x, and op,i,y,k is the kth

op,i,y . Suppose that there are three combinations (ε=3) in the
example shown in Figure 6, and each combination is shown
in Figure 6(a), (b), and (c) respectively, With (21)–(23), the
x-axis coordinate of the pin location connected with m1 can
be denoted by xlp+e2(dp,x1+dp,x2)+e3dp,y1 , and the y-axis
coordinate can be denoted by ydp+(e1+e2)dp,y1+e3(dp,x1

+
dp,x2

)).
Pads are a special type of devices. Unlike other devices,

every location surrounding a pad can be treated as an available
pin location. (21)–(23) are thus no longer applicable for
modelling the connections between microstrips and pads. We
modify the constraints as follows:

xi,j≥xlp+e1dp,h, (24)

xi,j≤xlp+dp,h−e2dp,h, (25)

yi,j≥ydp+e3dp,v, (26)

yi,j≤ydp+dp,v−e4dp,v (27)

e1+e2+e3+e4=1, (28)

where dp,h and dp,v are constants representing the horizontal
and vertical dimensions of pad p. With (24)-(28), for example,
if e1 is set to 1 and e2–e4 are set to 0 according to (28), xi,j
must be xlp+dp,h according to (24) and (25), as yi,j is still
free to be chosen from ydp to ydp+dp,v according to (26) and
(27).

Note that all pad types in our device library are either
square or have fixed orientations, thus pad flip or rotation do
not need to be considered in our method. As a pad can be
connected to a microstrip from anywhere surrrounding the pad,
pin-location switching does not need to be considered either.
Therefore, we do not assign combination-selection variables to
pads. This specification can easily be extended, if a new pad
type that does not follow the connection rules for other pads
is introduced. In this case, we simply need to put constraints
(21)–(23) back on those new pads again.
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D. Modelling Non-Overlapping Bounding Boxes

To guarantee layout planarity, microstrip lines and devices
must not overlap with each other. In addition, the spacing
distance among microstrip lines and devices must satisfy the
design rule.

In our method, we propose a bounding box concept to
model the spacing distance specification of microstrip lines
and devices. As mentioned in Section II-A, a bounding box is
expanded from either a microstrip segment or a device. If a
bounding box contains a microstrip segment, it expands both
the horizontal and vertical dimension of the corresponding
segments by a constant value t; if a bounding box is expanded
from a device, the expansion depends on the design rule on the
corresponding device so that the minimum spacing distance
can be ensured. Therefore, as long as two bounding boxes
do not overlap with each other, the spacing distance between
microstrips and devices is automatically guaranteed.

We then introduce non-overlapping constraints to our model
to ensure the layout planarity. Assume that there are two
bounding boxes p and q, the coordinates of the lower-left
corner and the upper-right corner of the two bounding boxes
are (xl

′

p ,y
d′

p ), (xr
′

p ,y
u′

p ); and (xl
′

q ,y
d′

q ), (xr
′

q ,y
u′

q ) respectively,
as shown in Figure 7(a). To prevent the two bounding boxes
from overlapping with each other, their relative locations must
be one of the situations in Figures 7(b)–(e), and the corner
coordinates of the bounding boxes should meet

xr
′

q ≤xl
′

p+Mq1, (29)

yu
′

p ≤yd
′

q +Mq2, (30)

xr
′

p ≤xl
′

q +Mq3, (31)

yu
′

q ≤yd
′

p +Mq4, (32)

q1+q2+q3+q4=3, (33)

where q1, q2, q3, and q4 are auxiliary binary variables, and
M again is a very large constant. The constraint (33) requests
that one variable from q1–q4 to be set to 0, and hence at least
one of the four situations from Figure 7(b)–(e) is guaranteed.

E. Pads on Chip Boundary

Pads are a special type of devices that are required to be
placed along the chip boundary for inter-chip communication.
To allocate a pad p to either the upper, lower, left, or right

boundary, we apply the following constraints:

xl
′

p ≤ρ1+Mq1, (34)

xr
′

p ≥Lh−ρ2−Mq2, (35)

yd
′

p ≤ρ3+Mq3, (36)

yu
′

p ≥Lv−ρ4−Mq4, (37)

q1+q2+q3+q4=3, (38)

where ρ1, ρ2, ρ3, and ρ4 are constants, which can be cus-
tomized to control the maximum distance between the pad
boundary and the chip boundary, M again is a very large
constant, Lh and Lv represent the chip dimensions, and q1,
q2, q3, and q4 are auxiliary binary variables. With (38), one
of q1, q2, q3 and q4 must be set to 0, and its corresponding
constraint is thus activated, while other constraints become
trivial. The activated constraint indicates the chip boundary,
along which p is located. if q1 is set to 0, q2, q3, and q4
are automatically set to 1. Thus, constraints (35)–(37) become
trivial, and constraint (34) ensures that pad p is located along
the left chip boundary.

F. Chip Area Confinement

Since microstrips and devices must not be located beyond
the chip area, we confine the coordinates of bounding boxes
by

xr
′

p <=Lh and yu
′

p <=Lv, ∀p≤|B|, (39)

where B is a set containing all bounding boxes.

G. Optimization Formulation

We define the complete ILP model for exact placement and
routing of an RFIC as

Minimize: αnb,max+β
∑

i=1,...m

nb,i (40)

Subject to: (1)–(19),(21)–(39), (41)

where nb,i is defined in (17) and indicates the number of bends
on the ith microstrip, nb,max is the maximal number of nb,i,
i∈{1,··· ,m}, and α and β are adjustable weight coefficients
that can be defined by the designer.

To solve this optimization problem, the ILP solver needs
to search the whole chip area to determine the location of
each device and each chain point, which results in very heavy
calculation burden.

V. PROGRESSIVE ILP-BASED RFIC LAYOUT GENERATION

Although the complete ILP model proposed in the previous
section can generate an exact layout, including placement
and routing solutions, the runtime for solving this model is
not acceptable. In order to generate the chip layout more
efficiently, we propose a improved progressive ILP-based (IP-
ILP) method consisting of two phases. In the first phase,
we omit some detailed constraints such as the constraints
on device orientation, pin location, and spanning direction of
microstrips, and keep the high-impact constraints such as the
constraints on layout planarity and device connection relations
in the model. The solution of this first phase model is a global
chip layout, which is then iteratively refined and validated in
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the second phase. With our progressive modelling method,
the calculation burden of this problem is greatly reduced, and
thus an optimized RFIC layout can be automatically generated
within reasonable runtime.

A. Global Layout Generation

In the first modelling phase, we generate a global layout
indicating suitable locations for both microstrips and devices.

1) Microstrip model

Different from the complete model, in which microstrips
are divided by chain points into several segments, we omit
the inner chain points of microstrips in our global layout
generation phase, and thus all microstrips are modelled as
straight lines without bends.

We denote the coordinates of the endpoints of the ith

microstrip as (xi,0,yi,0) and (xi,1,yi,1), and represent the
length of a microstrip as the Manhattan distance between its
endpoints. We denote the length of the ith microstrip as li,
and thus

li= |xi,0−xi,1|+|yi,0−yi,1|. (42)

We linearize this equation to integrate it into our integer-linear-
programming model:

li>=(xi,0−xi,1)+(yi,0−yi,1), (43)
li>=(xi,1−xi,0)+(yi,0−yi,1), (44)
li>=(xi,0−xi,1)+(yi,1−yi,0), (45)
li>=(xi,1−xi,0)+(yi,1−yi,0), (46)
li<=(xi,0−xi,1)+(yi,0−yi,1)+Mq1, (47)
li<=(xi,1−xi,0)+(yi,0−yi,1)+Mq2, (48)
li<=(xi,0−xi,1)+(yi,1−yi,0)+Mq3, (49)
li<=(xi,1−xi,0)+(yi,1−yi,0)+Mq4, (50)

q1+q2+q3+q4=3, (51)

where q1, q2, q3, and q4 are auxiliary binary variables andM
is a very large constant. (43)–(46) ensure that li≥max{(xi,0−
xi,1)+(yi,0−yi,1), (xi,1−xi,0)+(yi,0−yi,1), (xi,0−xi,1)+
(yi,1 − yi,0), (xi,1 − xi,0) + (yi,1 − yi,0)}. (47)–(51) ensure
that ∃ι ∈ {(xi,0− xi,1) + (yi,0− yi,1), (xi,1− xi,0) + (yi,0−
yi,1), (xi,0−xi,1)+(yi,1−yi,0), (xi,1−xi,0)+(yi,1−yi,0)},
li≤ ι. Thus, we can conclude that li= ι=max{(xi,0−xi,1)+
(yi,0−yi,1), (xi,1−xi,0)+(yi,0−yi,1), (xi,0−xi,1)+(yi,1−
yi,0), (xi,1−xi,0)+(yi,1−yi,0)}, which represents the Man-
hattan distance.

In our global layout generation phase, instead of connecting
microstrips to pins at device boundaries, we assume that
microstrips are connected to the center points of devices
(details of device connection constraints will be discussed
in Section V-A2). In order to reduce the influence of device
dimension on microstrip length, we introduce a new integer
variable leq,i to approximate the real length of the ith mi-
crostrip. Suppose that the endpoints of the ith microstrip are
connected to device a and device b, da represents the longest
side length of device a, and db represents the longest side
length of device b. We apply the following constraint to set

the value of leq,i:

leq,i= li−
da
2
− db

2
. (52)

Our microstrip model in the global layout generation phase
is a simplified version of the complete microstrip model
mentioned in Section IV-A. Since leq,i only approximates but
does not represent the real length of the ith microstrip in the
final layout, we do not force leq,i to meet the pre-defined
target microstrip length Li. Instead, we perform a Lagrangian-
relaxation by introducing two integer variables labs,i and lrel,i
to model the mismatch between leq,i and Li, and set the min-
imization of microstrip length mismatch as our optimazition
objective. labs,i represents the absolute mismatch between leq,i
and Li, and is thus calculated as labs,i= |Li−leq,i|, which is
linearized by the following constraints:

labs,i≥Li−leq,i, (53)
labs,i≥−(Li−leq,i). (54)

Although (53) and (54) only suggest that labs,i≥|Li−leq,i|,
with the minimization of the absolute length mismatch as our
modelling objective, we can achieve the minimum acceptable
labs,i automatically. lrel,i represents the relative mismatch
between leq,i and Li, which is calculated as lrel,i=

labs,i

Li
,

and helps to decide the optimization priority. For example,
assume that there are two microstrips i1 and i2 with leq,i1 =
30µm and leq,i2 =210µm, and the target length of i1 and
i2 are Li1 =20µm and Li2 =200µm. Although the absolute
length mismatch of the two microstrips can be calculated as
labs,i1 = labs,i2 =10µm, the relative mismatch of i1 is much
more serious than i2, since lrel,i1 =

10
20 =0.5>0.05= lrel,i2 .

Therefore, the mismatch of the ith1 microstrip should be
optimized prior to the mismatch of the ith2 microstrip.

2) Modelling connections to devices

In the complete model, the model for device connections
results in a calculation burden, since tens of devices of dif-
ferent dimensions are modelled with changeable orientations
and pin orders. Therefore, the solution space becomes so large
that the computation may not be affordable.

In our global layout generation phase, we model devices
(except for pads) as squares instead of rectangles. We choose
the longest side length of a device as the side length of the
new square, and thus devices of different orientations can be
restored in the later modelling phase without area concern. In
addition, we omit the pins of devices in this phase. Instead
of connecting microstrips to pins at device boundaries, we
assume that microstrips are connected to the center points of
devices including pads.

We denote the coordinates of the center point of device
p as (xcp,y

c
p). Assume that (xi,j ,yi,j) is the coordinate of a

microstrip endpoint that is connected to p. Then the following
constraints must be fulfilled:

xcp=xi,j , (55)

ycp=yi,j . (56)
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(a)

L

H
p

q

(b)

b
a

m1

m2

Figure 8: (a) An example of a global layout. (b) A possible
final layout based on (a).

Therefore, the detailed orientation- and pin-selection model
described in constraints (21)–(28) can be omited, and calcu-
lation efforts are saved.

For devices that are directly connected with each other
without microstrips, we control the distance between them to
ensure that they are adjacent to each other. Assume that device
p is directly connected with another device q. Then we denote
the horizontal and vertical dimension of p and q as dp,h, dp,v ,
and dq,h, dq,v , respectively. Note that if p (or q) is not a pad,
then dp,h=dp,v (or dq,h=dq,v). We introduce the following
constraints to ensure that the horizontal (and vertical) distance
between the two center points of p and q are shorter than or
equal to the summation of the half horizontal (and vertical)
dimensions of p and q:

xcp−xcq≥−(
dp,h
2

+
dq,h
2

), (57)

xcp−xcq≤
dp,h
2

+
dq,h
2
, (58)

ycp−ycq≥−(
dp,v
2

+
dq,v
2

), (59)

ycp−ycq≤
dp,v
2

+
dq,v
2
. (60)

Since devices are prevented from overlapping with each other
(details of the non-overlapping constraints are discussed in
Section V-A3), above constraints ensure that p and q are placed
adjacent to each other.

An example of device connection is shown in Figure 8(a),
where microstrips are connected to the center points of de-
vices, and devices that are connected without microstrips are
placed adjacent. L represents the horizontal distance of the
center points of device p and device q, and H represents the
vertical distance of the center points. Since the overlap of p
and q are prohibited, either L or H must be equal to the
summation of the half horizontal or vertical side length of p
and q, and thus the connection is ensured. Based on the global
layout, device dimensions, orientations, and pin locations will
be restored in the later validation phase, Figure 8(b) shows a
possible final layout restored from Figure 8(a) (Details of the
validation phase will be discussed in Section V-B).

3) Modelling non-overlapping conditions

The above mentioned simplification of the microstrip model
and the device connection model enables us to reduce the
number of non-overlapping constraints.

Similar as in the complete model, devices and microstrips
are also expanded as bounding boxes in the global layout

generation phase. However, different from the complete model,
where microstrips are connected to the pins at the device
boundaries, we connect microstrips to center points of devices,
which results in two classes of necessary overlap among
bounding boxes: for a device and a microstrip connected to
this device, their bounding boxes necessarily overlap with each
other, since the microstrip goes over the device boundary; and
for two microstrips that are connected to the same device, their
bounding boxes also necessarily overlap with each other, since
they share the same endpoints. For bounding boxes beyond
these two classes, we inherit constraints (29)–(33) from the
complete model to prohibit the undesirable overlapping.

The application of non-overlapping constraints can be illus-
trated by Figure 8(a), where m1 and m2 are two microstrips
that are both connected to the center point of device q. In ad-
dition, the other endpoint of m1 is connected to device a, and
the other endpoint of m2 is connected to device b. Although
we do not apply non-overlapping constraints to the bounding
boxes expanded from m1, m2, and q, a feasible solution can
still be generated, since overlapping among different devices
and among microstrips without shared endpoints is prohibited.

4) Opposite neighbor devices

According to the device specifications, most 2-pin devices
have their pins located at opposite device boundaries, and most
4-pin devices have two pairs of pins, each of which has two
equivalent pins located at opposite device boundaries. In our
work, if two devices a and b are connected to the pins located
at opposite boundaries of a device p, we call a and b as the
opposite neighbor devices of p, and p as the reference device
of a and b.

In our global layout generation phase, although we omit
the pins and assume that devices are connected at their center
points, we still take the specifications of opposite neighbor
devices into consideration to prevent a potential net order pro-
blem.

For example, suppose that {a,b} and {c,d} are two pairs
of opposite neighbor devices of p. Without considering this
specification, a and b could be placed at the same side of
p as shown in Figure 9(a), which seems reasonable in the
global layout generation phase, but results in a long detour
of microstrip routing, when we restore the pin locations and
connect microstrips back to pins in the later phase. This long
detour leads to various problems including area competition,
length matching violation, etc., which requires a remarkable
change of the whole layout. In order to reduce the refinement
effort, we rule that opposite neighbor devices must be placed
at the opposite sides of their reference device. An exemplary
layout fulfilling this new rule is shown in Figure 9(b), which
is easy to be refined for pin restoration.

For a device p that has one pair of opposite neighbor devices
{a,b}, the new placement rule can be integrated into our model
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(a) (b)

p

a

b

c

d

p
a

b

c

d

long detour

Figure 9: Two possible global layout results. (a) Without con-
sidering opposite neighbor devices. (b) Considering opposite
neighbor devices.

by introducing the following constraints:

xra≤xlp+Mq1 ∧ xlb≥xrp−Mq1, (61)

xua≤xdp+Mq2 ∧ xdb≥xup−Mq2, (62)

xrb≤xlp+Mq3 ∧ xla≥xrp−Mq3, (63)

xub ≤xdp+Mq4 ∧ xda≥xup−Mq4, (64)

q1+q2+q3+q4=3. (65)

With (65), one constraint among (61)–(64) will be activated
by setting corresponding q to 0, and thus device a and device
b will be placed in opposite directions regarding device p.

For a 4-pin device p that has two pairs of opposite neighbor
devices {a,b} and {c,d}, we extend constraints (61)–(65), by
introducing the following constraints:

xra≤xlp+Mq5 ∧ xlb≥xrp−Mq5, (66)

xua≤xdp+Mq6 ∧ xdb≥xup−Mq6, (67)

xrb≤xlp+Mq7 ∧ xla≥xrp−Mq7, (68)

xub ≤xdp+Mq8 ∧ xda≥xup−Mq8, (69)

q5+q6+q7+q8=3. (70)

In addition, we further introduce the following constraint to
make sure that one pair of p’s opposite neighbor devices must
be placed in the horizontal direction opposite to p:

q1+q3+q5+q7=3, (71)

and with (65), (70), and (71), q2+q4+q6+q8 is automatically
equal to 3, which means the other pair of p’s opposite neighbor
devices must be placed in the vertical direction opposite to p.

5) Optimization formulation

As mentioned in Section V-A1, we omit the bends of
microstrips in the global layout generation phase. Therefore,
instead of optimizing the number of bends as in our complete
model, we optimize the length mismatch of microstrips to
improve the accuracy of our model.

As mentioned in Section V-A1, we denote the absolute and
relative length mismatch of the ith microstrip as labs,i and
lrel,i respectively. Now we define our optimization objective
of the global model as minimizing the total absolute length
mismatch, as well as the maximal relative length mismatch.
Constraints (34)–(38) modelling pad locations and constraint
(39) modelling chip area confinement are inherited from the

complete model. Therefore, the optimization model for global
layout generation can be formulated as:

Minimize: ζ
∑

i=1,...m

labs,i+γ max
i=1,···,m

lrel,i

(72)
Subject to: (29)–(39), (43)–(71), (73)

where ζ and γ are adjustable weight coefficients that can be
defined by the user.

B. Iterative Validation

In the global layout generation phase, microstrips are mod-
elled as straight lines without bends, and are connected to
the center points of devices in an any-angled manner. Thus,
the coordinates of microstrip endpoints not only represent
the routing solutions of microstrips, but also represent the
locations of devices. In other word, the global layout is
characterized by the coordinates of microstrips endpoints.

Since we omit the bends of microstrips in the global model,
current device locations need to be modified to generate the
final layout that meets all design rules. Therefore, we inherit
the endpoints information from the global model, and restrict
the variation range of device locations in the later iterative
layout validation phase.

The model reduction in the global layout generation phase
results in three possible violations of design rules that need to
be satisfied in the final design: 1. The length of microstrips
must be equal to the pre-defined target length, 2. Microstrips
should be connected to pins at device boundaries, instead of
center points, 3. Microstrips should be routed only in horizon-
tal or in vertical direction, instead of any-angled routing.

In order to eliminate these violations, we add additional
chain points of microstrips to our model, and restore the
routing directions and pin connections progressively in several
iterations. Instead of prohibiting the violations of design rules,
we tolerate them by relaxing some of the constraints describing
design rules, but penalize these violations by adding extra
costs in the optimization objective. The opimization process is
performed iteratively in this phase until a solution satisfying
all design rules is obtained.

Many constraints of the layout validation model can be
inherited from the complete model, including the constraints
describing microstrip bends, pad locations and chip area con-
finement. On the other hand, constraints on microstrip lengths,
microstrip bounding box dimension, minimum microstrip seg-
ment length, microstrip spanning direction, and pin location
of devices, are relaxed. Detailed relaxation rules are described
in the rest of this section.

1) Bounding box relaxation of microstrips

As mentioned earlier, bounding boxes of microstrips and
devices are prohibited from overlapping with one another
to avoid the coupling effect. In order to make the non-
overlapping constraints easier to be satisfied, we relax the
constraints on bounding box dimensions of microstrips, so
that the dimensions of microstrip bounding boxes can be
smaller than the dimensions specified in the complete model.
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chip
boundary

Figure 10: An example of relaxations. (a) Bounding box
area(ϕ). (b) Minimum segment length(%). (c) Spanning
direction(χ) (d) Pin location(υ).

This is realized by transforming constraints (29)–(33) into the
following:

xr
′

q −ϕr
′

q ≤xl
′

p+ϕ
l′

p+Mq1, (74)

yu
′

p −ϕu
′

p ≤yd
′

q +ϕd
′

q +Mq2, (75)

xr
′

p −ϕr
′

p ≤xl
′

q +ϕ
l′

q +Mq3, (76)

yu
′

q −ϕu
′

q ≤yd
′

p +ϕd
′

p +Mq4, (77)

q1+q2+q3+q4=3, (78)

where p can also be denoted as (i, m), if bounding box p
contains the mth segment of the ith microstrip, and ϕ is a
variable representing the dimension decrease of the corres-
ponding bounding box. The lower bound of ϕ is constantly
set to 0, and the initial upper bound of ϕ is set as w

2 +t,
where w is the width of microstrips specified in the design
rules, and t is half of the minimum spacing distance between
two microstrips as mentioned in Section II-A. We add the
minimization of ϕ to our optimization objective for constraint
relaxation, and update the upper bound of ϕ as the value of
ϕ generated in the last iteration.

An example is shown in Figure 10(a), where the ith and the
jth microstrips are suffering from routing area competition.
With the relaxation of the constraints on microstrip bounding
boxes, the bounding box of the ith microstrip is allowed to
be shrunk, and thus the two bounding boxes are routed within
limited space to generate an intermediate result.

2) Minimum microstrip segment length relaxation

For each microstrip segment, there is a minimum segment
length dmin specified in the design rules. We relax this rule
by allowing the minimum segment length of the jth segment
of the ith microstrip to be shortened by %i,j , which has an
initial upper bound dup that fulfills dup<dmin, so that the
minimum segment length cannot be decreased to 0. We add the
minimization of % to our optimization objective for constraint
relaxation, and update the upper bound of % as the value of %
generated in the last iteration.

An example is shown in Figure 10(b), where device c
competes for chip area with the 3rd segment of the jth

microstrip, denoted as segj,3, and the length of segj,3 is equal
to the minimum segment length specified in design rules. Since
we do not permit the relaxation of bounding box dimensions
of devices, and the dimension of the bounding box of segj,3
has already shrunk to the minimum, the minimum segment
length of segj,3 is shortened, so that an intermediate result

can be generated within limited space.

3) Microstrip spanning direction relaxation

According to design rules, microstrips are routed only in
horizontal or in vertical direction. This rule is described in
the complete model by introducing four binary directional
variables: sli,j , s

d
i,j , s

r
i,j , and sui,j , exactly one of which must

be set to 1, and thus ensures that the ith microstrip can only
span in one horizontal or vertical direction.

In our iterative layout validation model, we relax this rule
by introducing a new binary variable χ, thus transforming the
direction constraint (1) into the following:

sui,j+s
d
i,j+s

l
i,j+s

r
i,j=1+χi,j , ∀i≤m, ∀j≤ni−1. (79)

If χi,j is set to 1, above constraint means that two of the
directional variables will be set to 1, too, and thus the ith

microstrip is allowed to be routed in an any-angled manner.
We add the minimization of χ to our optimization objective
to penalize this violation. In order to prevent that variables
representing opposite directions are chosen together, we also
introduce the following constraints:

sli,j+s
r
i,j≤1 (80)

sdi,j+s
u
i,j≤1. (81)

An example is shown in Figure 10(c), where χi,1 is set to
1, so that segi,1 is allowed to be routed as an oblique line, eg.
for the sake of length matching.

4) Pin location relaxation

According to design rules, pins of devices are located at
fixed positions at device boundaries. We relax this rule by
allowing but penalizing the deviation of pin locations along
the boundaries of devices. We represent the deviation of the
location of a pin by introducing four binary variables vlp, vdp ,
vrp, and vup , where p indicates the device that the pin belongs to,
and {l,d,r,u} represent the four directions. We then transform
constraints (21) and (22) into the following:

xi,j≤xl+
∑

k=1,...ε

ekxoff,i,k+υ
d
p+M(1−

∑
k∈Pd

ek), (82)

xi,j≥xl+
∑

k=1,...ε

ekxoff,i,k+υ
d
p−M(1−

∑
k∈Pd

ek), (83)

xi,j≤xl+
∑

k=1,...ε

ekxoff,i,k+υ
u
p+M(1−

∑
k∈Pu

ek), (84)

xi,j≥xl+
∑

k=1,...ε

ekxoff,i,k+υ
u
p−M(1−

∑
k∈Pu

ek), (85)

yi,j≤yd+
∑

k=1,...ε

ekyoff,i,k+υ
l
p+M(1−

∑
k∈P l

ek), (86)

yi,j≥yd+
∑

k=1,...ε

ekyoff,i,k+υ
l
p−M(1−

∑
k∈P l

ek), (87)

yi,j≤yd+
∑

k=1,...ε

ekyoff,i,k+υ
r
p+M(1−

∑
k∈P r

ek), (88)

yi,j≥yd+
∑

k=1,...ε

ekyoff,i,k+υ
r
p−M(1−

∑
k∈P r

ek), (89)

where (xi,j ,yi,j) is the coordinate of the microstrip endpoint
that is connected to the corresponding pin, P z, z∈{l,d,r,u}
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TABLE I: RFIC layout features and spent time in design by manual design (“MAN”), the progressive ILP-based approach
(“P-ILP”) [14], and the proposed improved progressive ILP-based approach (“IP-ILP”).

Circuit # of # of Area(µm×µm) Maximum bend number Total bend number Runtime
microstrips devices (ratio) MAN P-ILP IP-ILP MAN P-ILP IP-ILP MAN P-ILP IP-ILP

94 GHz 25 34 890×615 (1) 9 4 3 59 22 22 >2 weeks 18m05s 01m48s
LNA 845×580 (0.95) n/a 5 4 n/a 29 30 n/a 28m13s 08m25s

800×550 (0.9) n/a n/a 4 n/a n/a 30 n/a n/a 14m40s
60 GHz 14 26 595×850 (1) 4 3 1 27 7 6 >1 week 04m22s 00m57s
Buffer 505×720 (0.85) n/a 3 3 n/a 13 17 n/a 19m20s 03m56s
60 GHz 19 28 600×855 (1) 4 2 2 31 10 18 >1 week 06m17s 02m31s

LNA 570×810 (0.95) n/a 5 4 n/a 18 18 n/a 07m12s 03m46s
540×770 (0.9) n/a n/a 4 n/a n/a 24 n/a n/a 03m40s

TABLE II: Simulation results of MAN, P-ILP, and IP-ILP.

Circuit Area S11(dB) S22(dB) S21(dB) Bandwidth(GHz)
(µm×µm) MAN P-ILP IP-ILP MAN P-ILP IP-ILP MAN P-ILP IP-ILP MAN P-ILP IP-ILP

94 GHz 890×615 -27.232 -25.529 -23.537 -19.441 -21.941 -20.133 17.196 17.375 17.165 90.4–104.5 90.7–104.3 90.4–103.7
LNA 845×580 n/a -19.517 -34.192 n/a -14.692 -22.069 n/a 16.463 17.17 n/a 92–105 90.4–104.2

800×550 n/a n/a -22.407 n/a n/a -21.004 n/a n/a 16.655 n/a n/a 89.9–104.1
60 GHz 595×850 -14.153 -14.576 -14.709 -14.342 -17.425 -15.323 16.791 17.332 17.061 45.62–68.5 47–67.3 46–68.1
Buffer 505×720 n/a -14.444 -13.444 n/a -17.27 -17.612 n/a 17.187 17.079 n/a 47–67.5 47.1–67.5
60 GHz 600×855 -17.511 -16.739 -16.883 -19.017 -17.297 -17.421 20.327 19.996 20.149 56–68 55.7–72.7 56–73

LNA 570×810 n/a -16.931 -15.802 n/a -17.319 -17.947 n/a 20.149 20.177 n/a 55.5–72.5 55.5–71
540×770 n/a n/a -15.468 n/a n/a -18.026 n/a n/a 20.094 n/a n/a 55.5–75.5

is a set that each ek belonging to it represents a combination,
and the meaning of other variables and constants are the same
as in constraint (21) and (22).

An example is shown in Figure 10(d), where segi,1 com-
petes for area with device b. In order to avoid the overlapping
of bounding boxes, the pin that segi,1 is connected to deviates
from its target position by vra.

5) Optimization formulation

The relaxation of design rules is realized by adding costs
to optimization objectives. In addition to the relaxations men-
tioned in Section V-B, we also inherit the mircostrip length
relaxation constraints from the global layout generation model.
Thus, our layout validation model can be formulated as:

Minimize:

αnb,max+β
∑
i∈I

nb,i+γmax
i∈I

lrel,i+ζ
∑
i∈I

labs,i+ϑ
∑

p∈D,k∈R

υkp

+η
∑

i∈I,j∈J,k∈R′

ϕki,j+ω
∑

i∈I,j∈J
%i,j+δ

∑
i∈I,j∈J

χi,j (90)

Subject to: (6)–(17), (23)–(28), (34)–(39),
(43)–(51), (61)–(71), (74)−(89), (91)

where D is the set containing all devices, I={1,··· ,m}, J=
{1,··· ,ni−1}, R={l,r,d,u}, and R′={l′,r′,d′,u′}.

At the end of each iteration, we add additional chain points
to microstrips where violations of design rules occur. As
mentioned above, we also update the upper bound of relaxation
variables in each iteration, and thus the relaxation degrees will
gradually converge. The optimization process stops when all
relaxation variables are minimized to zero, which means that
a final layout fulfilling all design rules is generated,

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed framework was implemented with the C++
programming language, and executed on a computer with a
2.67 GHz CPU and 12 GB memory. We employed Gurobi

Optimizer [15] as our ILP solver. We compare the resulting
layouts generated by applying the proposed method (“IP-ILP”)
with the manually-designed layouts given by RFIC designers
(“MAN”), and with the layouts generated by applying our
prelinminary method (“P-ILP”) [14]. Table I shows the layout
features by applying different methods.

In Table I, for each circuit, we apply different constraints
for chip size by adjusting Lh and Lv in (39) while keeping the
same area ratio as the manual designs. As shown in Table I,
the layouts generated by applying P-ILP and IP-ILP both
remarkably surpass the manual designs for maximum number
of bends, total number of bends, and runtime (for MAN, this
is the time spent in manual design; for P-ILP and IP-ILP, this
is the program runtime).

Compared with the results generated by P-ILP, the results
generated by IP-ILP show reduction in the maximum number
of bends. The maximum number of bends is an important
factor that influences the circuit performance. If many bends
occur on the same microstrip, the resulting serious disconti-
nuity effect may lead to remarkable power loss, and thus drag
the performance of the whole circuit down significantly.

This claim can be supported by the Agilent Advanced
Design System (ADS) simulation results as shown in Table II,
in which the parameter S11 reprensents the return loss at
the input port, S22 reprensents the return loss at the output
port, and S21 reprensents the voltage gain, which is the main
indication for circuit performance. In Table II, both P-ILP
and IP-ILP can generate layouts within similar performance
as manual designs, and the results of IP-ILP are more stable
and generally better than the results of P-ILP. Note that though
both P-ILP and IP-ILP can generate layouts within much fewer
bends than manual designs, their performance are similar,
since though the length compensation caused by smoothing
a bend is about 5µm and is set to 5µm in P-ILP and IP-ILP,
the accurate length compensation is different for each bend
according to current device placement and routing patterns.
Therefore, after a long period of tuning process, a manual
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(dB) (dB)

(GHz) (GHz)
(a) (b)

: S21 (MAN)

: S22 (MAN)

: S11 (MAN)

: S21 (P-ILP)

: S22 (P-ILP)

: S11 (P-ILP)

: S21 (IP-ILP)

: S22 (IP-ILP)

: S11 (IP-ILP)

Figure 11: RF simulation results. (a) 94 GHz LNA: manual design with area 890µm×615µm, P-ILP with area 845µm×580µm,
and IP-ILP with area 800µm×550µm. (b) 60 GHz LNA: manual design with area 600µm×855µm, P-ILP with area
570µm×810µm, and IP-ILP with area 540µm×770µm.

(a) Global Routing

Design
Input

(b) Device Visualization (c) Iterative Refinement (d) Final Layout of P-ILP

(e) Global Layout Generation (f) Iterative Validation (g) Final Layout of IP-ILP

Figure 12: Snapshots of each phase for the circuit 94 GHz LNA by applying different methods. (a)(b)(c)(d): P-ILP
(845µm×580µm); (e)(f)(g): IP-ILP (800µm×550µm).

design can still reach high performance if the effects brought
by each bend are considered appropriately.

Figure 11 shows the simulation results under different
operating frequencies. S11 and S22 seem not very stable when
applying different methods under their typical working fre-
quencies (94 GHz in Figure 11(a) and 60 GHz in Figure 11(b)),
but the deviation is indeed very small, since the values of S11

and S22 are only about -15 to -20 dB, while the values of S21

are about 15 to 20 dB. If we focus on the plot of S21, we
can find that the change of S21 according to the change of the
operating frequency for any method is consistent with that for
other methods.

Runtime is the most impressive difference among MAN,
P-ILP, and IP-ILP: P-ILP costs much less time than MAN,
and IP-ILP costs much less time than P-ILP. Thanks to the
powerful global layout generation phase in IP-ILP, the global
layout is very similar to the final layout, so that the final layout
can be easily obtained after a quick converge during iterative
validation.

An example demonstrating the performance of our new
global layout generation model is shown in Figure 12. Fig-
ure 12(a)-Figure 12(c) show the layout variation of the results

generated by our previous P-ILP mehtod, and Figure 12(e) and
Figure 12(f) show the layout variation of the results generated
by our new IP-ILP method. Compared with the three-phase
layout generation by P-ILP, our new method can efficiently
generate a much more precise global layout, which only needs
minor modification to be transformed into a final layout that
meets all design rules. Therefore, the loading for the later
iterative layout validation phase is remarkably alleviated, and
thus the program run time can be significantly shortened.

Another benefit brought by the global layout generation is
an even distribution of devices and microstrips. In the global
routing phase of P-ILP, devices except pads are blurred and
thus the area reservation for devices may be over- or under-
estimated. However, in the global layout generation phase of
IP-ILP, though devices are simplified as squares, the deviations
of device dimensions are minor as shown in Figure 12(e) and
Figure 12(f). With a better resource allocation supported by
the global layout generation model, devices and microstrips
are distributed evenly on the chip as shown in Figure 12(f).

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose an improved progressive integer-
linear-programming (IP-ILP) method to generate high-quality
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layout for mm-wave RFICs. In RFIC circuit routing, microstrip
lines need to match the given lengths to maintain circuit per-
formance. In addition, bends on microstrips should be reduced
as much as possible. We model this layout generation task
as an ILP problem and solve it in two phases: global layout
generation and iterative validation. Experiments show that the
proposed method can generate a valid layout efficiently, while
circuit performance resulting from the automatically-generated
layouts is consistent with the performance of manual designs,
even within smaller chip area. Compared with our preliminary
work, our new method shows a remarkable reduction of
program runtime. Moreover, we further reduce the maximum
number of bends, and we distribute devices and microstrips
more evenly in the final layout.
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